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and authoritative State regime could assure the nation a free
untrammelled existence and the State an independent position
among other States. "This is the basic thought from which the new
structure of Poland issued as the synthesis between the individual
liberty of man and the dignity of the authority of the State;
it is fully in accordance with the principle of *a free citizen of
a strong State.' " Car noted (i) that the President of Poland
was vested, as Chief of the State, with actual prerogatives, and
not the "decorative semblance of authority/' his r61e being that
of supreme arbiter in reconciling the activities of the highest
organs of the country, especially those of the Government and
the Parliament 5(2) that the Government was made far more stable,
and therefore in a position to conduct independent activities,
as it could no longer be overthrown by "light-minded" opposition;
(3) that the Parliament remained important as an organ of the
State in legislation and in exercising control of the Government
by resolutions of non-confidence; (4) that the Seym continued
to be elected on the broad democratic basis of universal, secret,
equal, and direct suffrage; and (5) that the Senate was no longer
based on universal suffrage, but on the principle that "the rights
of a citizen to influence public affairs will be estimated according
to the value of his efforts and services for the common good";
and thus the Senate was to be a body of men representing those
citizens who had distinguished themselves in work for the
community, had shown personal merit by having been decorated,
were of a higher education as proved by diplomas, or enjoyed
the confidence of their fellow-citizens by being elected to positions
on territorial or economic councils. Car summed up:
Amid all the uncrystallized ideas which are so typical of the present
epoch, the new Polish Constitution appears as an attempt to solve the
complicated problems of State structure by a metiiod, not based on
compulsion, but on the conscious collaboration of the citizens of the
country in accordance with the classical principle, Sofas r&p^bHcoet
suprema lex.
THIRD SLAWEK CABINET
Immediately after the dissolution of the Parliament the Kodbw^l
Government resigned, but with Skwek as Prime Minister instead

